WHY THE B.V.I,?
The climate is perfect

It's In
The Barrel!

V

year round. There is
THE live-aboard dive boat
guaranteed great
in the British Virgin Islands.
diving every day, and
so many exceptional dives you will return again and again.
For instance we anchor over the "Rhone" and you explore
her all day by simply stepping over the side. The most

diving with the least effort.

barrel to test your
macro before the
dive trip

BEST DOLLAR VALCIE
12 Double Staterooms
Fully Airconditioned
Unlimited Diving
Guaranteed Diving
Night Dives
TV Movies & Games
Sun Deck & Bar

TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY
BY JACK AND SUE DRAFAHL
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Call Toll Free
800/524-2027
800/526-1394
In NJ 201/256-9115
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f you've ever had a photo dive safari
turn into a disaster because your processed rolls of film show overexposures,
flash failure, poor framing or focus problems; if you're weary and feel as if you've
reached the bottom of the barrel, give this
idea some thought. Pull yourself out of
that barrel and put your camera system
in it instead!
There are several reasons why you
should test your camera system in water
before leaving on a dive trip. First, there
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Dive Pennekamp's Underwater Park
with Key Largo's oldest and best charter service...

AMERICAN DIVING HEADQUARTERS, INC.
*
*
*
*

Dive Pkgs.
Group Charters
Full & half day charters
Instruction

Serving

"you"the diver 24 years
* Referral checkout dives
* Repairs, rentals, air
* Complete pro dive shop

For reservations or information write:

Rt. 1, Box 274-B, Key Largo, FL 33037
Call In Florida 305-451-0037

TOLL FREE: 1-800-634-8464
All Major Credit Cards Accepted, Including Telecheck.
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Your macro photography system can be
tested at home in a water-filled trash can.
are a variety of different types of extension tubes and framers available for macro work. Some have different subject size
ratios and therefore require different exposures and framing. Secondly, there are
still quite a few divers who own manual
flashes and each setup requires testing.
Even the owners of the newer TTL
strobes need to test their flashes to verify
correct operation and to fine tune final exposures. Some photographers have a

the accuracy of the manufacturer's prefocused alignment. We have talked to a
few divers who were doing poorly with
macro, only to discover their framers
were misfocused at the factory.
You can use the same grid ruler to perform the final framing test. Put the ruler at
the bottom of the framer and position the
zero point in the middle of the frame.
Take a photo using each of your framers.
If you have a framer larger than your ruler, you must take two photos to perform
an accurate test. Take one exposure,
then take a second exposure with the ruler against the left or right side of the framer. When you review the photos, compare the actual image area in the framer
and put small pieces of tape on the framer to indicate exactly where this is. This
will help eliminate chopped-off pictures in
the future.
You can also test the recycle time of
your flash by taking an exposure when
the ready light illuminates and one sever-

ROATAN • BAY ISLANDS

'THE WAY THE CARIBBEAN USED TO BE'
A South Seas plantation of palms and private bungalows - The Bay
Islands' oldest and largest full-service dive resort. Professional
boat fleet and personalized dive program - one, two, or three
single-tank boat dives per day. Unlimited shore diving.
Tennis, horseback riding, windsurfing and more in an
atmosphere of total tropical splendor.
The only complete photo facility in the
Western Caribbean: • Daily E-6
processing • Complete video program
featuring rentals and personal
productions
AKR Executive Offices:
1385 Coral Way,
Coral Gables, FL 33145
1-800-227 DIVE
(305) 858 DIVE
FL State Watts:
800-343-DIVE

White tape on the framer indicates where
the actual limits of the picture area occur.
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This is the image of the ruler that will be
recorded on film. Note that the area is
smaller than what the photographer sees.

al seconds after the ready light has come
on. Several of the flashes on the market
are only at about 80 percent power when
the recycle light comes on, so it makes a
definite difference in your exposures.
Another test might be using alkaline batteries vs. ni-cads.
We hope you can see merit in testing
your camera system before leaving for a
distant dive trip. Get in the habit of using
the trashcan to test your camera system
beforehand and, hopefully, you won't be
using it for discarded photos afterward!

Pennekamp
Dive Package $58

JownsonS

1-800-654-2000
305-451-1400
Package includes:
Key Largo, Fla.
• Full Breakfast each morning
• Deluxe Accommodations at Howard Johnson's
• Complimentary Welcome Drink
• 2 Tank Dive Trip With Atlantis Dive Center Each Day
• Tanks, Air, Backpack & Weight Belt
Per Person/Per Day Double Occupancy.

51 Garden Dr.
Key Largo
Fla 33037

This pkg. available May 1st-Dec. 15, 1986. Advance reservations/3 day min. required.

5 Day Bonus Package
Pay for 4 Days
Get 5th Day Free

Call Atlantis Dive Center
1800 331 DIVE

In Fla. 305 4511325
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